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We consider theoretically the influence of interference effects on the shape of x-ray fluorescence spectra in 
symmetrical or nearly symmetrical molecules. We observe a strong dependence of the shape of the spectral 
band on the scattering angle and on the frequency of the exciting photon near the ionization threshold or 
the corresponding inner level. We use a diatomic molecule as an example to show how this effect can be 
used to classify molecular levels experimentally with respect to symmetry types. 

PACS numbers: 32.20.Jx, 32.20.Hw 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Although it is clear that in general fluorescence 
should be considered as a process in which a photon 
(electron, ion) is scattered inelastically by the system, 
when studying x-ray fluorescence of molecules one usu
ally neglects the process which produces the excited x
ray state. As the excited x-ray states (EXS) are in this 
process the intermediate states, interference between 
them is possible if the energy gap between EXS is less 
than or of the order of the natural linewidth of the x-ray 
line. [1] In the fluorescence damping law the interference 
term leads to beats. [2] In view of the short lifetime of 
EXS (T ~ 10-5 s) it is difficult to check this experimen
tally. However, we shall show in what follows that one 
can study the interference through the characteristic 
dependence of the spectral band shape on the frequency 
of the exciting photon. 

In the present paper we consider the interference be
tween EXS and holes localized in different atoms of the 
molecule. In that case the amplitudes of the inelastic 
photon scattering channels (in what follows we consider 
x-ray fluorescence excited by a photon collision) will 
qualitative~y differ from one another by phase factors of 
the form e1k ·R, where k and R are the momentum of the 
ejected electron and the interatomic radius vector. The 
interference occurring as a result of this leads to a de
pendence of the shape of the valence band spectrum on 
the frequency of the exciting photon. 

. 2. lll,III-SPECTRUM 

We consider a diatomic homonuclear cluster A-A' 
which is a constituent part of a molecule. In the general 
case the atoms A and A' have different immediate sur
roundings and due to that their inner levels have differ
ent ionization potentials. The process in which a photon 
y is inelastically scattered by the cluster can proceed 
along the following two channels: 

Here A+ -A' and (A-A')w correspond to molecular ions 
with a hole in the LU III shell of atom A and a hole in the 
valence shell w of the cluster A-A'. 

In what follows we restrict ourselves to the case of 
molecules which are randomly orientated in the sample. 
We neglect for the sake of simplicity the spin-orbit split
ting of the LII,III level. ll] The inelastic scattering of a 
photon into a solid angle do' is described by the Kramers
Heisenberg formula. [3] In the one-particle approximation 
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we have the following expression for the cross-section 
for process (1) (11 = m = e = 1): 

do Na' S - --=--CiJCiJ"k dkl(k), 
do' 4n' 

(2) 

'I' ,m·=R,." (r.) Y'm (~.), z.= CiJ'-CiJ.+ if./2, (3) 
r.=r-R" k=k/k; 

where N is the number of electrons in the shell w; w, e 
and w', e' are, respectively, the frequencies and polari
zation vectors of the incoming and the scattered photons; 
wQI is the frequency of the transition from the valence 
level w to the LU III level of atom QI; R2Q1 is the radial , p 
part of the wavefunction of the Ln, III shell of atom QI; 

f (t{) describes the averaging of 11K) over the polariza
tions and orientations of the cluster. 

As the integral (2) over the direction of the ejection 
of the electron is invariant under the transformation k 
~ - k we replace in Eq. (3) wk by wi = (wk)*. The solu
tion of the Lippmann-Schwinger (LS) equation for wi( 
near the nucleus of atom QI which gives the main contri
bution to the transition matrix element has the form [4] 

'1'.+= ~A1m·R1·(k,r.)Y1m(;.). (4) 
1m 

where R? is the solution of the radial Schrodinger equa
tion inside the (muffin tin or MT) sphere of radius bQl . 

We write the wavefunction of the valence shell in the 
molecular orbital approximation neglecting the 3d atomic 
orbits: 

'I' = ~ C.R,s"Y .. + ... (5) 
a_l,a 

Noting that the averaging over the orientations of the 
cluster is equivalent to averaging over the direction of 
the photon propagation and using the relation (i,j, ... 
= x,y,z) 

e.' e/,e.e:='/" [II'ill .. (7 -cos' 8) + '/2 (6",II'n+II,"II .. ) (3cos' 8-1) ], 

we get 

(6) 

I ,(k)= C.C, Pl"'P"'Rc{_1_[(t3+coS'8) (pl.'plO'A "A ,. 
• 360 z.z; 0 0 00 00 

pla' = S dr ,.'R, "n" ~f' .I <: , I,'·' S d 'R OR" I = r r 2p I I 

o o 
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where (J is the angle between the directions of propagation Here tf is the partial matrix for the scattering of an 
of the initial and final photons, and 112 is the interference electron by atom a; I is the unit matrix; 
term. 

We perform the subsequent calculations neglecting 
the long-range part of the Coulomb hole. As the inter
ference is important when! w 1 - w2 ! ~ r, Le., when the 
distortion of the symmetry of the cluster is suffiCiently 
small, we take the difference between the atoms A and 
A' only into account in the transition frequencies. In this 
connection we drop in the appropriate places the indexes 
a. 

We consider two limiting cases: 

w>E(Ln, III) 
w~E(Ln, III) 

(kR:>1), 
(kR¢:1) , 

Here E (Ln, III) is the ionization potential of the Ln, III 
level; 

k=[2(w-E(Ln, III» 1'" 

A. High-energy limit, kR»1 

In this limit the ejected electron has a large kinetic 
energy and in the solution of the LS equation it is suffi
cient to restrict oneself to the first Born approxima
tion: (4) 

4ni1+l ..... 

A'ma = kb'[R h(I)] Y, .. ·(k)exp(ikR..), (8) 
" , 

where ht is a spherical Hankel function; the square 
brackets indicate the Wronskian in the point r a = b. 

Using Eqs. (2), (7), and (8) and 

J dk~;'R~(k) "" ~(ID(lh~;'R- ~(-R)e-"R], 
.IiR;I>l lkR 

we get 

where 

Bin (kR) 
X~=~' 

Q. = :;~ ww"kP'[ (13 + cos' e) (IP,I' + 2IP,I') + 3(3cos' e -1) IP,I'], 

p, = Prlkb'(R" hill]. (10) 

It is clear from Eq. (10) that the interference term tends 
to zero as kR - "". 

B. Low-energy limit, kR«1 

We write down the solution of the LS equation in the 
MT potential approximation (see, e.g., (4) 

Alm~= i B a 
kba'[Rr",h:' )] 'm, 

B,ma - E 1:. G,'::'·m·t"'B'~m· = 411i'Ylm'(k)exp(ikR,,) , 
;>,.,. '}:\ I'm' 

where 

G a ' 4 ~ ·,..,,-I'} (I) ('R )Y' (R~' J}"Y F d Iml'm' = J( £...J.l lI.'" ~'J. 1,,111-111' 110:;) tl/l /'1/1'1 l.,m-m' O. 

L 

(11) 

(12) 

In what follows we need the matrix representation of 
the solution of the set of Eqs. (12): 

B=UY, U=(l-Gt)-I=I+ l:(Gt)n, (13) 
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Y= {4ni'Y, .. , ·(k)exp(ikRa)}. 

When kR« 1 the matrix elements of the Green func
tion G and of the scattering matrix t behave as 

(14) 

Using these relations we get 

[(GI) "L~:"m' - (kb)"-' (b/R) 1'+I+n (l' + '/,) -("'+1). 

Substituting this expression into Eq. (13) we have 

B a {1 for 1 = 0 
1m - (kb)-I(b/R)'+I for 1'*0' 

(15) 

The estimates we have obtained enable us to simplify 
Eqs. (12) when kR « 1 and b < R (usually b ~ ~ R). In
deed, using (14) and (15) we find that 

for l' = 0, 

for l' "" O. 
(16) 

It follows from this equation that when we sum the har
monics in Eq. (12) we need consider only the terms with 
l' = O. Moreover, retaining in (12) only terms of order 
(kb r1 we get finally the following set of equations: 

Qa-l: Q~~exp(ikR",)=exp(ikRa), 
R"~ 

f>(~Ct) 

(17) 

B ,m• = 4nik l: hi'l (kRa ,) V,m' (ll.,) /,Q" 1",,0, (18) 
!l(¢a) 

where 
, 1 
Ja.=~tol';t, 

fa is the s-wave scattering amplitude. 

Equations (17) are well known as the equations for 
the multiple scattering in the s-wave approximation. (5) 

One should note that when one evaluates the intensity of 
p - s, d transition in the low-energy limit, we can not 
restrict the calculation to merely the p - s transition, 
as B~m ~ B80 (kbr2• The contribution from the d-states 
can easily be evaluated, by using Eq. (18). 

We turn to the diatomic cluster A-A'. As before we 
shall take the difference between the atoms A and A' into 
account solely in the transition frequencies. The solu
tion of the set of Eqs. (17) for the cluster has the follow
ing form: 

Qa = ! (exp (ikRa) + ~ exp (ikR + ikR,) ), (19) 

t..=1-f+/e'I>"/R', 

Here f and f+ are the s-wave scattering amplitudes for 
scattering by atom A in the ground state of the cluster 
and by atom A with a hole in the Ln,III shell (or the K 
shell in the case of the K spectrum). 

Using Eqs. (2), (7), (11), (18), and (19), we get 

do _ [~ Ca' + ( 1 )] --;z;;:-Q, ~ IZ.I' 2C,C2x,Re Z,Z; , (20) 
cz_t,2 

where 

x' = [ Sink~R) (1 + 1 ~ n (21) 

+ 2 Re (t e~R ) ] [ 1 + 1 ~ 12 + 2 sin~~R) Re (t e;R ) ] -I , 
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N' "kP' 
Qo= ct(J)(J) [(13+cos'8) (IPol'+ 2IP,klh;!l(kR) I') 

90nll'1l' 

I ., 2 sin (kR) ( Ie"" )] 
+3(3cos'8-1)IPol'1[1+IRI + kR Re ~ . 

It is clear from Eq. (21) that Xo - 1 as kR - O. There
fore, if a photon with a frequency close to the ionization 
threshold of the LII,III level is scattered by the cluster 
the interference term becomes of the same order of 
magnitude as the contributions from the various scat
tering channels. The shape of the emission band will 
in that case no longer be described by the sum of the 
dispersion curves. In the fluorescence damping law the 
interference term leads to beats [2J 

which in the optical band are an effective method for 
measuring the energy gap between levels which lie close 
to one another. 

The strong dependence of Xo on the frequency w of the 
exciting photon leads to an w-dependence of the shape of 
the spectrum. We consider this problem in more detail 
using the example of a symmetric diatomic molecule 
A-A (WI = w2)· 

C. Dependence of the shape of the emission band on the 
frequency of the exciting photon 

Two kinds of levels will show up in the LU,III spec
trum of the A-A molecule: ag (C 1= C2 = Cg) and au (C I 
= - C2 = Cu) with, respectively, occupation numbers Ng 
and Nu. In general Cg *- Cu. We note that strictly speak
ing one should write the wavefunction (5) of the valence 
shell in the form 

'1'.= L,C.~R:sYoo+ ... , 
1'1=1,2 

indicating by the index a the atom on which the hole is 
localized. In that case, in general, I Call *- I Ca 21 due 
to the relaxation of the wavefunction onto the hole on 
the atom a. However, only the diagonal components 
Caa enter into the transition matrix element (3) and 
they have the same symmetry properties as the coeffi
cients Ca of the wave function of the ground state of the 
molecule. In what follows we shall therefore in order to 
simplify the notation use the ground state functions im
plying by Ca the coefficients Caa . 

Combining Eqs. (9), (10) and (20), (21) we get the fol
lowing expression for the ratio of the intensities of the 
transitions a - LU,UI and ag - LU,UI= 

fu Nu(Cu)'(l-)() 
1;= Ng Cg 1+)(' (22) 

{
)(o for kR«l 

)( ..... )(00 for kR~I' (23) 

Eq uation (23) is only in the limit as kR - 00 the same 
as the normally used formula 

!::..=Nu (Cu)' 
fg Ng Cg 

The interference leads to the fact that the intensity of 
the transition au - LU, UI tends to zero as w - E (Ln, III)· 
The behavior of the function X is qualitatively the same 
as that of the function Xo as kIf - O. Bearing this in mind 
we used the function XOO for estimating the frequency de
pendence of the factor (l-X)/(l +X) (Fig. 1). 
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O.J 1.0 w-f, keY 
lj-/, keY 

FIG. I. The interference factor as function of the frequency w of the 
incident photon when x-ray fluorescence is excited by a photon beam 
and as function of the potential U on the x-ray tube when the fluor
escence is excited by a secondary method, R=2. The function 
(I-X(U))/(1 + X(U)) was calculated for E=OA keY. 

3. K SPECTRUM 

We consider the process (1) in which the intermedi
ate states are states of the cluster with holes in the K 
shells of the atoms A and A'. We write the wavefunction 
-lim of the valence shell in the form 

~C(') (.) 'I'm = L" m 3Pm + ... ; m=x,Y,z, 
0:.=1,2 

where we have retained only contributions from orbits 
which manifest themselves in the K spectrum; the z
axis is along the cluster axis. 

Calculations like those for the LU III spectrum lead 
to the following result: ' 

dam =G [~I C~') I' -2C(')C(')Re (~)] (24) 
do' m.l....l Za. m m ZtZz. ' 

a=1,2 

where 

+(3cos'8-1) IA'm'l' J. 
{s -- [ ~ , ,. , ,.] } 1m=- die (7 - cos' 8) L" A'm·A,m·+(3 cos' 8-1)A,mA,m 

lit' 

x is dk [ (7 - cos' 8) L, IA:m·I'+ (3 cos' 8-1) IA,m'I'r', 
,.' 

00 , 

p= Sdrr3R,sR3P ' F,= S drr3R,sR,. 

In the limiting cases kR« 1 and kR» 1 the param
eters Gm' take on the following values: 

Gm ..... ~~; ct'(J)(J)'31e'IPP,jh~') (kR) 1'1']m(8)' 

[ 
'
I,' sin(kR) (e'''')] x 1+ Ii +2~Re lIt when kR«l, 

G ..... 4Nm ct'(J)(J)"kIPP I' 
m 27n ' 

(25) 
when kR~l, 

and for Ym we have 

1m ..... {
)(o when kR«1 
-1']m(8}x00 when kR~l, 

3 
1']m(8) = 20 [(7 - cos' 8) +6m ,.(3 cos' 8-1) 1. 

~ / 2 [ (1)] Here PI = PI kb R" hi ; Rls, R3p' and R, are the ra-
dial parts of the Is, 3p, and -lIk (see (4)) wave functions 
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in which we have dropped the indexes Q', as stipulated 
above; Nm is the number of electrons in the valence 
shell wm . 

As in the LU UI spectrum the interference becomes 
important near the ionization threshold of the K level 
(Ym - 1) and it can be neglected as kR - 00 (Ym - 0). 
It is clear from Eqs. (24) and (25) that in contrast to 
LU III fluorescence the shape of the K spectrum depends 
not' only on the frequency of the incident photon, but also 
on the angle e. This is connected with the different angu
lar dependence of the intensities of the transitions from 
valence levels with (J- and 7T-symmetries. 

We consider the particular case of a symmetrical 
molecule A-A which has the levels: (Jg' (Ju, 7Tg, and 7T u. 
We determine the wavefunctions of these levels by the 
equations: 

a,: C(a,)=C,'I)=o,C,"'; N(a,)=O-i-2, 

Using Eqs. (24) and (25) we get the following expres
sions for the relative intensities of the K spectrum 

[(a.) N(a.) (C(a.) )' (1-Y<) 
[(a,) = N(a,) C(a,) Hy<' 

(26) 

We obtain the ratio I (7T u)/I(7Tg) from (26) by the substitu
tion (J - 7T (here and henceforth Y(J == Yz, Y7T == Yx(y)' see 
(25»: 

l(n,)ll(aj) =.\(8)£" h (27) 

( 3 + cos' 0) ,\(0) ->- 2 when kR«:1, 
7 - cos'S 

A(8)->-1 when kR~1, 

~"j = N(n;) ( C(n.) )' ( 1-0'1, ). 
N(a,) C(aj) 1-0;10 

It is clear from Eqs. (26) and (27) that the effect of the 
frequency of the exciting photon on the shape of the K 
spectrum remains baSically the same as for LII, III fluo
rescence. The dependence on the scattering angle is de
termined by two parameters: Ym and A(e) (Fig. 2). In 
contrast to Ym the function A(8) is not connected with 
interference. The angular dependence of the parameter 
A(8) is caused by the non-sphericity of the solution wk 
and the difference in symmetry of the (J- and 7T-Ievels. 
The asymmetry of wk vanishes only in the high-energy 
limit, and as a result of this A(8) - 1. In the general 
case (not only symmetrical molecules) there will also 
occur a connection between the shape of the emission 

'~'\;:,'~'" ----/1, 
' I I 

,i ~ i 
; ,: ~ 1\: , I : / i 

:~ 
o· 90' l 18c' 

FIG. 2. The intensity ratio I(1Ti)/I(uj) as 
function of the scattering angle of the photon 
near the ionization threshold of the K leveL 
Curves I: ~i,j=I;2: ~i,j=2;3: ~i,j=3. 
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spectrum and the scattering angle 8 due to the nOfl
sphericity of wk' One notes easily that close to the ion
ization threshold of the K or LU,mlevels both the fre
quency- and the angular dependence of the relative in
tensities give direct information about the symmetry 
of the corresponding valence levels. 

4. EXCITATION OF FLUORESCENCE BY A NON· 
MONOCHROMATIC PHOTON BEAM 

In the general case the intensity of the emission ra
diation is described by the formula 

l(w')- IS dwd'r d~~ f.exp[-aabs(W)ph-aabs(w')ph']. 

Here Iw is the spectral intensity of the exciting radiation; 
(Jabs is the cross-section for the absorption of the photon 
by a sample of density p; h and h' are the distances which 
the exciting photon traverses in the sample up to the point 
r and which the emitted photon traverses from the point r; 
fd3r is an integral over the volume of the sample. 

Neglecting absorption ((Jabsph « 1) we get 

S du 
[(w') - dw -;wI.. 

For an x-ray tube with a thick anode we have the follow
ing empirical formula:[6] 

I.-[Z( U-w) +O.O,38Z'], 

where Z is the atomic number of the anode substance, 
U the potential on the tube in at.un .. Approximating the 
absorption cross-section of the nl subshell of an atom 
by the formula (Jnl ~ w -(l +7/2) we note that for a de
scription of the shape of the spectrum it is sufficient 
to replace in Eqs. (22), (26), and (27) for the relative 
intensities X by X (U), where 

u u 

X(U)=S du>l.W-"+'I,'X/ S dwl.w-(l+'!", 
B E 

U is the ionization threshold of the nl level. 

To estimate the way the shape of the spectrum de
pends on the potential on the tube we take the function 
Xoo for the function X, We give in Fig. 1 the U-depen
dence of the quantity (1- X)/(1 + X) for a copper anode. 
It is clear that the spectral intensity Iw smoothes out 
the oscillations in the interference term. 

The dependence of the shape of the spectrum on the 
way the excitation takes place can be studied not only 
through fluorescence, but also by primary methods, 
also varying the potential on the tube. For a direct 
verification of the effects considered in the present 
paper it is desirable to use a monochromatic photon 
beam. As monochromatization of the beam appreciably 
decreases the intensity of the exciting radiation it is 
necessary to have a sufficiently powerful source of 
x-rays. Charged particle accelerators are at present 
such sources. [7,8] 

In conclusion we express our gratitude to E. S. 
Gluskin, G. N. Dolenko, and A. P. Sadovskil for dis
cussions of this work. 
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